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We express the structure of some positive polynomials in several variables, as
squares of rational function with universal denominators, using functional analysis
methods. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the case of one variable, it is well known that every positive polyno-
mial on R can be written as a sum of squares of polynomials. As Hilbert
has already noticed, when we take multi-variable polynomials, this prop-
Ž w x.erty is false see 1 . Using algebraic methods, one can prove that every
positive polynomial on R n can be written as a sum of squares of rational
Ž wfractions, where the denominators depend on the given polynomial see 2,
x.8 . In the following, using functional analysis methods, we shall try to find
more precise representations of some positive polynomials on R n, allowing
only universal denominators to occur.
Specifically, we will show that, under some conditions, such as the
positivity of naturally associated polynomials or some properties of the
dominating coefficients, we can write strictly positive polynomials on R n as
a sum of squares of rational fractions with denominators of the form
b b1 n2 21 q t ??? 1 q t , b g Z , i s 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž .1 n i q
Ž . nwhere t s t , . . . , t is the variable on R .1 n
w xWe adapt the techniques from 7 , where the case of homogeneous
polynomials has been developed and different universal denominators
have been found. Our framework is an algebra of bounded fractions,
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where we can use the properties of a commuting self-adjoint operator
family.
Ž . n1.1 Notation. Let t s t , . . . , t be the usual variable of R . Then for1 n
Ž .  4all multi-indices of a s a , . . . , a with a g Z for all i g 1, . . . , n ,1 n i q
let t a be t a1 ??? t an. In the same way, we write every polynomial P in n1 n
variables,
P X s g X a , with X a s X a1 ??? X an ,Ž . Ý a 1 n
a
Ž . Žwhere the family g is almost zero i.e., g s 0 except for a finitea a a
n .  4number of a in Z . We write a F b , if for all i in 1, . . . , n , we haveq
a F b . If a - b for all i s 1, . . . , n, then we write a - b. For alli i i i
Ž . n b nmulti-indices b s b , . . . , b in Z , we define the functions u on R1 n q
into R by the relation
y1b b b 2 n1 nu s u ??? u , where u t s 1 q t , t g RŽ . Ž .1 n i i
2. MOMENTS AND LINEAR POSITIVE
SEMI-DEFINITE FUNCTIONALS
2.1 PROPOSITION. Let the family of rational functions be gi¤en by
t «1 t « 2 ??? t « n1 2 n
,m m1 n2 21 q t ??? 1 q t 1Ž .Ž . Ž .1 n
 4  4« g 0, 1 , m g Z , m G « , i g 1, . . . , n .i i q i i
These functions form a linearly independent family. Moreo¤er, if A is theu
w bŽ .xy1algebra of rational bounded fractions with denominators u t , then the
Ž .family 1 is an algebraic basis of A .u
Proof. Let us show this by a recurrence on the dimension d.
Ž . mFor d s 1, let m , . . . , m g C . Suppose that1 m
m « it1
m s 0. 2Ž .Ý mi i21 q tŽ .is1 1
  44If p s min m ; i g 1, . . . , m , then p may only appear in two fractions:i
1 t1
or .p p2 21 q t 1 q tŽ . Ž .1 1
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Let m and mX be the coefficients multiplying these two functions. In thatr r
Ž .case, 2 implies
m « it1
m s 0,Ý m ypi i21 q tŽ .is1 1
m « it1
lim m s 0.Ý m ypi i2t “‘ 1 q t1 Ž .is1 1
But
m « it1 Xlim m s m or ‘ if m / 0.Ý m ypi r ri2t “‘ 1 q t1 Ž .is1 1
So m and mX are both equal to zero. Reiterating this process, we obtainr r
that each complex number m is equal to zero, which proves the hypothesisr
for step 1.
Suppose the hypothesis is true up to step d y 1.
Let m , . . . , m be complex numbers such that1 l
l « « «1 , p 2 , p d , pt t ??? t1 2 d
mÝ m mp 1 , p d , p2 21 q t ??? 1 q tŽ . Ž .ps1 1 d
l « « « «2 , p 3 , p d , p 1 , pt t ??? t t2 3 d 1s m s 0.Ý m m mp 2 , p d , p 1 , p2 2 21 q t ??? 1 q t 1 q tŽ . Ž . Ž .ps1 2 d 1
Applying the hypothesis of step 1, we can write
t « 2 , p t «3 , p ??? t «d , p2 3 d
m s 0,Ý m mp 1 , p d , p2 21 q t ??? 1 q tŽ . Ž .A 2 d« , m
Ž 2 .ym «where A is the set of integers p such that 1 q t t appears in the« , m 1 1
 4corresponding fractions. These A create a partition of 1, . . . , l . This is« , m
Ž . Ž .true for every d y 1 -tuple t , . . . , t . Because the recurrence hypothesis2 d
is true for d y 1, we obtain that m is null, for all p s 1, . . . , l.p
Ž .2.2 Remarks. 1 Let A be a of complex function algebra whose
elements are defined on the Euclidean space R n, with the following
Ž . Ž .properties: i 1 g A and ii if f g A then f g A.
Let l be a linear positive semi-definite functional on A into C, i.e.,
Ž . Ž .l ff G 0, ; f g A. If l is not zero, we necessarily have l 1 ) 0 and we
Ž .can associate with the pair A, l a pre-Hilbert space. To do that, let
N s f g A ; l ff s 0 . 3Ž . 4Ž .
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By Cauchy]Schwarz’s inequality, N is a bilateral ideal. Then, we define the
quotient ArN which is a A-module. In fact, the quotient ArN may be
associated with the following inner product:
2² :f q N , g q N s l fg , ; f , g g A .Ž . Ž .l
w xFor more details, see 4, 5 .
Ž .2 If A s A then the linear functional l is completely determi-u
nated, via Proposition 2.1, by its values
t «1 t « 2 ??? t « n1 2 nŽ« , . . . , « .1 na s l ,m mm , . . . , m 1 n1 n 2 2ž /1 q t ??? 1 q tŽ . Ž .1 n
which may be called the moments of l.
Ž . w Ž .x2.3 DEFINITION. Let F t , . . . , t s F t , . . . , t be1 n p, q 1 n 1F pF n, 1F q F 4
the map defined on R n by the following matrix:
21 t t t1 1 1
2 2 2 21 q t 1 q t 1 q t 1 q tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
. . . .. . . .F t , . . . , t s .Ž .1 n . . . .
21 t t tn n n
2 2 2 21 q t 1 q t 1 q t 1 q tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
The function F is therefore defined on R n into M , where M isn=4 n=4
the space of n = 4 matrices.
2.4 LEMMA. The function F is injecti¤e on R n.
Proof. The injectivity may be seen because of the following equality. If
Ž . w xF t , . . . , t s x , then we can write1 n p, q 1F pF n, 1F q F 4
xi , 2  4t s , i g 1, . . . , n .i x i , 1
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Ž n.Note that we can completely describe the range of F. Specifically F R is
w xthe set of all matrices x s x satisfyingp, q 1F pF n, 1F q F 4
¡ ƒ 4x ) 0, x s x ; i g 1, . . . , n ,i , 1 i , 2 i , 3
2 2 2 2  4x q x q x q x s 1 ; i g 1, . . . , n ,i , 1 i , 2 i , 3 i , 4~ ¥. 4Ž .2 2  4x q x s x ; i g 1, . . . , n ,i , 1 i , 2 i , 1¢ § 4x G 0 ; i g 1, . . . , n ,i , 4
˜We define the linear maps B on A by the relationp, q u
˜A 2 f “ B f s F ? f g A . 5Ž . Ž .u p , q p , q u
Ž .It follows from 4 that
F2 s n. 6Ž .Ý p , q
1FpFn , 1FqF4
2.5 Remark. If f is in A , then f may be seen as the composition P (Fu
where P is a polynomial in 4n variables. This representation is clearly not
unique. Moreover, we can choose the polynomial P so that it depends only
Ž Ž ..on 3n variables due to the ‘‘symmetry’’ of F t , . . . , t .1 n
2.6 THEOREM. Let l be a linear positi¤e semi-definite functional on A .u
Then there exist a measure r, supported by R n, and a second one n supported
N w xby H, included in R with N s 4n, such that for any polynomial P g C XN
we ha¤e
l P (F s P (F dr q P dn , 7Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
nR H
where H s Dn H withis1 i
5 5 2w xH s x s x ; x s x s x s 0, x s 1, x s n ,½ 5i p , q i , 1 i , 2 i , 3 i , 4
 4i g 1, . . . , n .
Ž b < 2 <.Proof. Let l be as in the statement. We have l u f G 0 because
for all integers i, F2 q F2 s F and u b s F b1 ? F b2 ??? F bn.i, 1 i, 2 i, 1 1, 1 2, 1 n, 1
Let H be the Hilbert space associated with the linear positive func-l
Ž . Ž .tional l see Remark 2.2 . We can define B on H in the same way asp, q l
˜Ž .we have defined B on A . The operators B become boundedp, q u p, q
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commuting self-adjoint operators verifying
B2 q B2 q B2 q B2 s I , p s 1, . . . , n , 8Ž .p , 1 p , 2 p , 3 p , 4
B2 q B2 s B , p s 1, . . . , n , 9Ž .p , 1 p , 2 p , 1
B s B , p s 1, . . . , n , 10Ž .p , 2 p , 3
yI F B F I , for p , q such that 1 F p F n , 2 F q F 3, 11Ž . Ž .p , q
 40 F B F I , for p , q such that 1 F p F n , q g 1, 4 , 12Ž . Ž .p , q
B2 s nI. 13Ž .Ý p , q
1FpFn , 1FqF4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Properties 8 , 9 , and 10 come from corresponding properties 4 of
Ž n.F R . For the remaining properties, take two elements f and g of A ,u
˜and denote by f and g the elements of A rN defined by f q N and g q N,˜ u
respectively. Then,
˜ ˜² : ² :B f , g s l F f ? g s l f ? F g s f , B g .˜ ˜Ž . Ž .l lp , q p , q p , q p , q
So all the operators B are symmetric. To end the proof of the proper-p, q
Žties, we may assume p equals 1 for the others operators, the proof is the
.same because of the ‘‘symmetry’’ of the operator family .
As we have
F2 q F2 q F2 q F2 s 1,1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 1, 4
using the linearity of l and the fact that each F is real, we obtain the1, j
following equality:
˜ 2 2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f s F f q N q F f q N q F f q N q F f q N ,l l l l l1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 1, 4
˜ 2 ˜ 2 ˜ 2 ˜ 2 ˜ 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f s B f q B f q B f q B f .l l l l l1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 1, 4
 4We deduce that B for q in 1, . . . , 4 is a contraction, and so a bounded1, q
operator.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now we just have to show relations 11 , 12 , and 13 . As we know that
F s F2 q F2 , one more time, due to the linearity of l,1, 1 1, 1 1, 2
2 2˜ ˜² :B f , f s l F ff s l F ff q l F ffŽ . Ž . Ž .l1, 1 1, 1 1, 1 1, 2
˜ 2 ˜ 25 5 5 5s B f q B f G 0.l l1, 1 1, 2
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Moreover, as B is a contractive self-adjoint operator, 0 F B F I. For1, 1 1, 1
B it is exactly the same result because F s F2 q F2 . Due to the1, 4 1, 4 1, 3 1, 4
Ž .equality 8 , we now prove that B and B satisfy1, 2 1, 3
B2 q B2 F I.1, 2 1, 3
And so,
yI F B s B F I.1, 2 1, 3
Ž . Ž .Finally, for 13 , we just have to use 6 . As all these identities and
inequalities are true for A rN, which is a dense subspace of H , theseu l
relations are also true on H .l
We will denote by B the self-adjoint bounded operator family
Ž . Ž .B . Let s B be the joint spectrum of the self-adjointp, q 1F pF n, 1F q F 4
Ž . Ž 4.nbounded operator family B. s B is a subset of R . So, due to the
Gelfand theory, each element of the joint spectrum is either included
Ž n. Ž .in F R or in at least one H . Let x g s B and let g be a char-i
Ž .acter associated to x. We denote by g the familyi, j 1F iF n, 1F jF 4
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g B . Using properties 8 , 9 , 10 , and 12 , we verifyi, j 1F iF n, 1F jF 4
Ž . Ž n.that x s g is in F R if each g is non-zero; if x is noti, j 1F iF n, 1F jF 4 i, 1
Ž n.  4in F R , there exists an element i in 1, . . . , n so that g s 0. Then by0 i , 10
Ž . Ž . Ž .9 g s g s 0 and using the relations 8 and 12 we have thati , 2 i , 30 0
g s 1. So x is necessarily in H . Thus we have the following inclusion:i , 4 i0 0
s B : F R n j H , F R n l H s B. 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We define now
s s s B l HŽ .0
s s s B l F R n .Ž . Ž .1
Let E be the joint spectral measure of B; s and s are two disjoint0 1
Borel sets of R N. Then for all Borel sets t of R N, we define the following
positive measures:
² :n t s E t l s 1, 1Ž . Ž . l0
² :m t s E t l s 1, 1 .Ž . Ž . l1
We construct a third one, say r, by the relation
r t X s m F t X , ;t X Borel sets of R n .Ž . Ž .Ž .
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n Ž n.r is a measure because F is bijective from R onto F R , so we can
write
y1X Xy1w xr t s m F t .Ž . Ž .ž /
We have
² : ² :l P (F s P B .1, 1 s P .d E.1, 1 .Ž . Ž . l H l
NR
Moreover,
² : ² : ² :E t 1, 1 s E t l s 1, 1 q E t l s 1, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .l l l0 1
Therefore,
l P (F s P dm q P dn .Ž . H H
n NŽ .F R R
Ž n.As n is supported by H and m by F R ,
l P (F s P dm q P dn ,Ž . H H
nŽ .F R H
P dm s P (F dr .Ž .H H
n nŽ .F R R
Consequently,
l P (F s P (F dr q P dn .Ž . Ž .H H
nR H
Ž .2.7 COROLLARY. Let t , . . . , t be an m-tuple of real elements of A .1 m u
 4Let T be polynomials in 4n ¤ariables such that t s T (F, for j in 1, . . . , m .j j j
Ž < 2 <.Let l be a linear positi¤e semi-definite functional such that l t f G 0,j
 4 w x; j g 1, . . . , m . Assume that P is in C X . Then we can find two positi¤eN
Ž .y1Ž . y1Ž .measures r and n , supported by F T (F R and F T R , respec-j j q j j q
ti¤ely, such that
l P (F s P (F dr q P dn , 15Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
XI H
Ž .y1Ž . X y1Ž .where I s F T (f R and H s H l F T R .j j q j j q
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Ž < 2 <.  4Proof. As l t f is positive for all integers j g 1, . . . , m , we obtainj
Ž .the condition T B positive for all integers j becausej
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ 2² : ² : ² : < <T B f , f s T (F f , f s t f , f s l t f G 0.Ž . l l l ž /j j j j
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Let g be a character; hence T g B s g T B G 0. We deduce thatj j
Ž . y1Ž .g B g T R . Consequently, the spectral measure associated with thej q
y1Ž . Ž .joint spectrum s B has its support included in F T R .j j q
3. POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATIONS
In this section, we shall use the representation of a linear positive
semi-definite functional on A into the sum of two integrals with respectu
to two positive measures to describe the structure of some positive polyno-
mials.
3.1 LEMMA. Let S be a real linear space, and let C be a positi¤e con¤ex
cone included in S with the property S s C y C. Assume that C can be
written as D C where the C is a con¤ex cone such that the S s C y CdG1 d d d d d
are linear spaces of finite dimension, and such that C l S s C for alldq1 d d
strictly positi¤e integers d.
Ž .Denote by int C the relati¤e interior of C as a subset of the Euclideand d
space S .d
Assume that there exists an element j g C with the property that, for all1
strictly positi¤e d and for all linear non-zero positi¤e functionals w in S U ond
Ž .C , one has w j ) 0.d
Ž .Let r g S y int C , where d is a strictly positi¤e integer; then there0 d d 00 0
Ž .exists a linear functional x defined on S into R such that x r F 0 and x0
Ž .is strictly positi¤e on int C for all d more than d .d 0
In particular x restricted to C is positi¤e.
w x ŽWe can find the proof of the above lemma in 7 which, in turn, uses a
w x.method due to Cassier; see 3 .
3.2 DEFINITION. For all positive integers d, we define
baF s g t s a t u t with a F 2b F 4D ,Ž . Ž .Ýd a , b½ 5
a , b
D s d , d, . . . , d .Ž .
n Ž .If P is a polynomial defined on R , we denote by d P the degree of P asj
wa one variable polynomial in X on the Euclidean ring R X , . . . , X ,j 1 jy1
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x Ž .X , . . . , X . Then, we denote by d P the ‘‘multi-degree’’ of P, i.e., thejq1 n
following multi-index:
d P s d P , . . . , d P . 16 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n
Let C be the positive cone generated by the elements of the form
r 2, r g A and P u g ŽPj.s2, s g A , where P , . . . , P are fixed real polynomi-u j u 1 k
als. In the same way, let S be the positive cone included in C , generated
by the elements of the form r 2, r g A .u
Ž . aLet P X s Ý g X be a polynomial in n variables of even multi-de-a a
˜gree. We can associate P with an other polynomial P in 3n variables via
the formula
˜ b ay2 b d ŽP .r2qbyaP X , Y , Z s g X Y Z , 17Ž . Ž .Ý a
a
or equivalently,
b ay2 bX Y
d ŽP .r2P˜ X , Y , Z s Z g , 18Ž . Ž .Ý a ž / ž /Z Za
Žw x w x. Žw xwhere b is the multi-index a r2 , . . . , a r2 . is the integer part1 n
˜.function . This polynomial P will be composed on the right with the
˜Ž .function F regarding P as a 4n variable polynomial . To understand this
representation, it is easier to index again the different variables. Recall-
Ž n.ing that every element of F R can be expressed by a matrix x s
˜w xx , let us write P in the following form:p, q 1F pF n, 1F q F 4
˜ b1 bn a1y2 b1P X , . . . , X s g X ??? X X ???Ž . Ý1, 1 n , 4 a 1, 4 n , 4 1, 2
a
X any2 b n X d1ŽP .r2qb1ya 1 ??? X dnŽP .r2qb nya n . 19Ž .n , 2 1 n , 1
Ž Ž .This means that the n variables X, Y, and Z play the role of F t , . . . ,1, 4
Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..F t , F t , . . . , F t , and F t , . . . , F t , respectively. Ann, 4 1, 2 n, 2 1, 1 n, 1
easy calculation gives the relations
d ŽP .r2 ˜ nPu t s P (F t , ; t g R . 20Ž . Ž . Ž .
˜ X nP t , t , 1 s P t , ; t g R , 21Ž . Ž . Ž .
X Ž 2 2 .where t s t , . . . , t .1 n
˜Ž .Formula 19 gives an explicit way to find the polynomial P associated
with the polynomial P.
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Ž .3.3 THEOREM. Let P , . . . , P be a k-tuple of polynomials of multi-de-1 k
grees 2 D , . . . , 2 D , respecti¤ely, and let P be an other polynomial, strictly1 k
k y1 ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .  4positi¤e on F P R _ 0 , of multi-degree 2 D. Let P , . . . , P , P beis1 i q 1 k
Ž˜ .their associated polynomials. Assume that P t ) 0 for each t in H l
k y˜1Ž .F P R where H has been defined in Theorem 2.6.is1 i q
Then there exist a positi¤e multi-index M and a finite number of real
 4  4 Xpolynomials q and q such thatl l g L i, l ig 1, . . . , k4, l g L
k
2 M 2 2P t s u t q t q P t q t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýl i i , lž /XlgL is1 lgL
t g R n , M g Zn . 22Ž .q
Proof. We want to apply Lemma 3.1, so we begin to verify the condi-
tions of this lemma. Set C s C l F and S s C y C , which is a lineard d d d d
space. As C ; S ; F , S is a finite dimensional space. Moreover,d d d d
1 2Žw x wA s C y C , because every element f in S can be written f q 1 y fu 4
x2 .y 1 . We have
C l S ; C l F s C l F l F s C l F s C .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .dq1 d dq1 d dq1 d d d
Ž .Due to the three following inclusions C l S ; C , C ; C ,dq1 d d d dq1
Ž .C ; S , we have C l S s C . We must find now an elementd d dq1 d d
j g C such that, for all strictly positive d and for every non-zero linear1
U Ž .functional w in S which is positive on C , we have w j ) 0.d d
U Ž .Choose j s 1, fix an integer d, let w in S , assume that w j s 0, andd
let us prove that w is zero in S . It suffices to verify that w s 0 on C.d
2 DŽ . Ž 2 .2 d Ž 2 .2 d 2 DŽ .Let F t s 1 q t ??? 1 q t ; then F t is a sum of squares1 n
where t 2 a s t 2 a1 ??? t 2 a n appears with a less than 2 d for every i s1 n i
1, . . . , n. So,
t 2 a
1 y g C , ;a F 2 D.d2 DF tŽ .
Ž . w 2 a 2 DŽ .x w 2 a 2 DŽ .x wŽ aAs w 1 s 0, then yw t rF t G 0, but w t rF t s w t r
DŽ ..2 xF t G 0. Thus,
2 at
w s 0, ;a F 2 D. 23Ž .2 DF tŽ .
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a DŽ . b DŽ .Let a F 2 D and b F 2 D and let m g R; then t rF t and t rF t
are in F , sod
2a bt t
w q mD Dž /F t F tŽ . Ž .
2 b aqb 2 at t t
2s m w q 2mw q w G 0.2 D 2 D 2 DF t F t F tŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .According to 23 ,
2 b 2 at t
w s w s 0.2 D 2 DF t F tŽ . Ž .
w aqb 2 DŽ .xSince for every real number m, mw t rF t is positive, one has
aqbt
w s 0, ;a F 2 D , ;b F 2 D. 24Ž .2 DF tŽ .
If a F 4D, write a s a q a with a F 2 D and a F 2 D. Applying the1 2 1 2
above result with a and a we obtain1 2
a qa a1 2t t
w s w s 0, ;a F 4D. 25Ž .2 D 2 DF t F tŽ . Ž .
w a b Ž .xWe have just to see that w t rF t s 0 when a F 2b F 4D.
 4  4Let i g 1, . . . , n , and let b s 2k q « , with « g 0, 1 . Theni i i i
a n a it ti 2s , where F t s 1 q t ,Ž .Ł i ib 2 k q«i iF t F tŽ . Ž .is1 i
a n a n ai it t ti is . .Ł Łb 2 k q« 2 k q«i i i iF t F F tŽ . Ž .is1, « s0 is1, « s1i ii i
 4 X  4Let I s i such that « s 0 and I s i such that « s 1 . Also leti i
Ž . ne , . . . , e be the canonical basis of R . We have two cases.1 n
Ž .a If i g I, then a F 2b F 4D becomes a F 4k F 4d,i i
t a i t a i F Ž2 dy2 k i.ei tŽ .i i is ,Ž2 k .e Ž2 d.ei i iF t F tŽ . Ž .
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Ž .with the degree of the numerator equal to a q 2 2 d y 2k , which is lessi i
than 4d.
Ž . Xb If i g I , then a F 2b F 4D becomes a F 4k q 2 F 4d,i i
t a i t a i F ei tŽ .i is .Ž2 k q1.e Ž2 k q2.ei i i iF t F tŽ . Ž .
As 2k q 1 F 2 d, 2k q 2 F 2 d, we havei i
t a i t a i F ei F Ž2 dy2 k iy2 .ei tŽ .i is ,Ž2 k q1.e Ž2 d.ei i iF t F tŽ . Ž .
Ž .with the degree of the numerator equal to a q 2 q 2. 2 d y 2k y 2 ,i i
which is less than 4d too.
Writing that
t a t aF 2 Dyb tŽ .
s ,
b 2 DF t F tŽ . Ž .
Ž .when a F 2b F 4D, we can now use 25 .
We conclude that
at
w s 0 when a F 2b F 4D. 26Ž .bF tŽ .
So w s 0 in F , and we can apply Lemma 3.1.d
d ŽP .r2 d ŽP .r2 Ž .Clearly, Pu g F s S . Assume that Pu f Int C ; then thered d d
exists a linear functional C in A into C such that its restriction to C isu
Ž d ŽP .r2 .positive and C Pu F 0. Because of the positivity of C on C , we can
apply Corollary 2.7. So there exist two positive measures r and n such that
d ŽP .r2 ˜ ˜C Pu s P (F dr q P dn ,Ž . H H
XI H
˜ d ŽP .r2 y1 X y˜1Ž . Ž .where P (F s Pu , I s F P R , and H s H l F P R .j j q j j q
Ž .Assuming that n has an empty support, then the spectrum s B is in the
Ž .range by F of the support supp r of r, which is an nonempty set. But we
have assumed that P was strictly positive in I, so it is the same for
d ŽP .r2 ˜ ˜Pu which is P (F. In this case H P (F dr ) 0. If n has a nonemptyI
˜ ˜Ž . Xsupport, as we have assumed that P ) 0 in supp n , H P dn ) 0. The twoH
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Ž .measures cannot have simultaneously an empty support because s B is a
nonempty set, and so in every case
d ŽP .r2 ˜ ˜0 G C Pu s P (F dr q P dn ) 0.Ž . H H
nR H
But this is impossible, so Pu d ŽP .r2 is in the interior of C , and in particulard
 4in C . Hence there exist a finite number of elements in A q andd u l l g L
 4 Xq such thati, l ig 1, . . . , k4, l g L
k




Ž .d P2 2 ni
X XP t s q t q P t u t q t , t g R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý1, l i 1, i , l
X X Xl gL is1 l gL1 1
 4  4X X X X Xwhere q and q are not necessarily in A , but1, l l g L 1, i, l ig 1, . . . , k4, l g L u1 1
w Ž .F xy1 Ž n .their denominators are of the form u t F g Z . Taking the sameq
Ž .denominator, because d P s 2 D for all integers i, we derivei i
k
2 M 2 2 n
X XP t s u t r t q P t r t , t g R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýl i i , lž /X X X Xl gL is1 l gL
 4 w xX X X Xwhere r , r are polynomials in R X .l i, l l g L , ig 1, . . . , k4 n
˜3.4 COROLLARY. If P is a polynomial in n ¤ariables such that P is strictly
N  4 npositi¤e in R _ 0 , then there exists M in Z such thatq
2 M 2 nP t s u t q t , t g R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l½ 5
lgL
 4 w xwhere q are polynomials in R X .l l g L n
˜ N  4Proof. As P is a strictly positive polynomial on R _ 0 , P is strictly
n Ž .positive on R because of 21 . So the multi-degree of P is even. We can
apply the above result with all polynomials P equal to 0.j
3.5 THEOREM. Let P be a strictly positi¤e polynomial on R n such that
P t s b t 2 « M q Q t ,Ž . Ž .Ý « Mž /
n 4  4«g 0, 1 _ 0
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Ž .where b ) 0 for all « . If 2 M s 2m , . . . , 2m is the multi-degree of P,« M 1 n
Ž . nassume that d Q - 2 M. Then there exists N in Z such thatq
P t s u 2 N t q2 t , t g R n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l½ 5
lgL
Ž . w xwhere q are polynomials in R X .l l g L n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let d P be the multi-degree of P, d P s 2m , . . . , 2m .1 n
Ž . d ŽP .r2Ž .Then P t u t is in A . Let S be defined as in the beginning of theu
w xsection. As in Theorem 3.3, one can use Lemma 3.1 due to 7 , letting
Ž . d ŽP .r2Ž . Ž .S s F l S. Assume that P t u t f Int S ; then there exists ad d d
linear functional C on A into C such that the restriction of C to S isu
Ž d ŽP .r2 .positive and such that C Pu F 0.
Because of the positivity of C in S, Theorem 2.6 can be applied. Hence
there exist two positive measures r and n such that
d ŽP .r2 ˜ ˜C Pu s P (F dr q P dnŽ . H H
nR H
d ŽP .r2 ˜s P t u t dr t q P dn .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
nR H
Ž . Ž . d ŽP .r2Ž . Ž . Ž .nIf supp r / B, then H P t u t dr t ) 0. If supp r s B, thenR
Ž . Ž . Ž 4.nsupp n / B, and let z g supp n , z g R . Then there exists an integer
 4j in 1, . . . , n such that0
z , z , z , z s 0, 0, 0, 1Ž .Ž .j , 1 j , 2 j , 3 j , 40 0 0 0
Ž Ž .decomposition of s B into two disjoint parts included respectively in
Ž n. . XF R and in H . Via a change of indices, we may assume j s 1. Let M0
Ž .be the multi-index m , . . . , m . We have2 n
P t u d ŽP .r2 t s b t 2 « Mu d ŽP .r2 tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý « M
n 4  4«g 0, 1 _ 0
q u d ŽP .r2 t Q t .Ž . Ž .
s b X X t Ž0, 2 «
X M X .u d ŽP .r2 tŽ .Ý 0, « M
X ny1 4  4« g 0, 1 _ 0
q b X X t 2 m1 t Ž0, 2 «
X M X .u d ŽP .r2 tŽ .Ý m , « M 11
X ny1 4« g 0, 1
q u d ŽP .r2 t Q t .Ž . Ž .
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Ž .So, using formula 19 , we obtain
«
XM Xm1 1˜ X XP x s b x xŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆÝ 0, « M 1, 1
X ny1 4  4« g 0, 1 _ 0
«
XM Xm1 1
X Xq b x xŽ . Ž .ˆÝ m , « M 1, 41
X ny1 4« g 0, 1
q x Q x q x Q x ,Ž . Ž .1, 1 1 1, 2 2
Ž 1.« X M X n « j m j Ž1y« j.m j Ž . Ž .where x s Ł x x . As z , z , z , z s 0, 0, 0, 1 ,ˆ js2 1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 1, 4j, 4 j, 1
«
XM X1˜ ˆX XP z s b z ,Ž . Ž .Ý m , « M1
X ny1 4« g 0, 1
ˆ1 « X M X n « j m j Ž1y« j.m jŽ .where z s Ł z z .js2 j, 1j, 4
w X  4ny1 xX XLet b s min b , « g 0, 1 . Because every z and every z ism , « M j, 4 j, 11
positive
«
XM X1˜ ˆP z G b zŽ . Ž .Ý
X ny1 4« g 0, 1
n
« m Ž1y« .mj j j js b z z .Ý Ý j , 1j , 4
X ny1 js2 4« g 0, 1
As in the sum Ý X ny1Ł n z « j m jz Ž1y« j.m j every element of the form« g 0, 14 js2 j, 1j, 4
Ł n z m j appears, where * take the values 1 and 4, we obtain thejs2 jj, *j
following equality:
n n
« m m mŽ1y« .mj j j jj jz z s z q z .Ž .Ý Ł Łj , 1j , 4 j , 1 j , 4
X js2 js2ny1 4« g 0, 1
Therefore,
n
m mj jP˜ z G b z q z .Ž . Ž .Ł j , 1 j , 4
js2
Since z and z are positive and cannot be zero simultaneously, for all jj, 1 j, 4
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .as z is in the spectrum of B, using 8 , 9 , and 12 , we know that if
˜ ˜. Ž .z s 0 then z s 1 , one obtains that P z ) 0; thus H P dn ) 0. Thej, 1 j, 4 H
two supports cannot be empty simultaneously, so
d ŽP .r2 ˜ ˜0 G C Pu s P (F dr q P dn ) 0,Ž . H H
nR H
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˜ d ŽP .r2 d ŽP .r2where P (F s Pu . That is impossible; thus Pu is in the interior
of one S and, in particular, in S . So there exists a finite number ofd d
 4elements of A , q , such thatu l l g L
Ž .d P r2 2 nP t u t s q t , t g R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l
lgL
w x  X 4X X XConsequently, there exists a finite number of elements of R X , q ,n l l g L
such that
P t s u 2 N t qX 2X t , t g R n .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l
X Xl gL
Theorem 3.5 gives a representation of strictly positive polynomials on
R n, where we do not assume any condition on the associated polynomial
P˜. This result can be seen as a result similar to the Artin theorem which
Ž . w xgives an answer to the 17th Hilbert problem Paris 1900 ; see 2, 6 .
2 2Ž 2 2 .3.6 EXAMPLE. It is known that the polynomial x x x q x y 1 q 11 2 1 2
2 Žis strictly positive on R but it cannot be written as a sum of squares of
w x.polynomials; see 1 . Let
P x , x s x6 x6 q x6 q x6 q x 2 x 2 x 2 q x 2 y 1 q 1.Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
An easy calculation gives
˜ 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2P X , Y , Z s X X q X Z q Z X q X Z X Z q X Z X ZŽ . 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
y X Z 2 X Z 2 q Z 3Z 3.1 1 2 2 1 2
˜ 3 3 ˜Ž .In particular, P X, Y, 0 s X X , so P does not satisfy the conditions of1 2
Corollary 3.4. Nevertheless, using Theorem 3.5, P is in the positive cone
S; i.e., it can be written as a sum of squares of fractions where the
w F xy1 2denominators of these fractions are of the form of u with F in Z .q
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